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BY OVERNIGHT MAIL

Donald S. Clark, Esq.
Federal Trade Commission
Office ofthe Secretar, Room H-159 (Anex E)
600 Pennsylvana Avenue, N.
Washigton, DC 20580

Re:HSR Proposed Rulemakg, Project No. P989316

- Dear Mr. Clark:

On behalfofthe Section of Antitrst Law of the American Bar Association (the
Section ), I am pleased to submit the following comments on the proposed changes to

the rules and regulations implemented pursuant to the Har-Scott-Rodino Antitrst
Improvements Act of 1976 (the "HSR Act" or the "HSR rules ) anounced by the
Federal Trade Commission (the "Commission ) on March 30, 2004 (the "proposed
rules ). These views are not being presented by the House of Delegates or the Board of
Governors of the American Bar Association ("ABA") and should not be constred as
representing the position of the ABA.

The proposed rules would go a long way to reconciling the disparate treatment
of acquisitions of interests in incorporated and unncorporated entities. For the first time
in the history of the HSR Act, acquisitions of control but less than 100 percent of a
parership would be reportable and limited liability companes would be treated
similarly.

The Section supports the Commssion s stated goal -- "to reconcile, as far as is
possible, the curent disparate (HSR) treatment of corporations, parerships, limited
liability companes and other non-corporate entities." Because the HSR Act is designed
to facilitate enforcement of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, and because under Section 7
there is no meanngful distinction between or among the forms of joint ventue entities
or entities in general, there should not be a meangful distinction under the HSR Act
either, absent some overrding Concern. The curent disparate treatment is a fuction of
numerous factors, includig th evolving use and natue of non-corporate entities and
previous Commssion attempts to limt its review of such entities so as not to captue
too many antitrst-neutral transactions.

52nd Annual Spring Meeting. Washington , DC . March 31-Apri12 , 2004
ABA Annual Meeting Antitrust Law Activities. Atlanta, GA . August 8- , 2004
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The Section also supports-most of the Commission s proposed rule changes. As
the first attempt at improved hanonization ofthe treatment for all entities , the
proposed rules are grolUded in improved logic with due regard for administrability and
the lUdeniable strctural differences between and among entities. The proposed rules
are therefore better able to serve the goals of Section 7 enforcement than the curent
rules and interpretations. Similarly, to the extent that the proposed rules reduce
anomalies and logical inconsistencies, they can also be said to promote HSR Act
compliance, for ilogical rules can promote inadvertent violations.

The Section has considered whether such changes are necessary, always
mindful of the law of unintended consequences when it comes to regulatory burdens. It
believes, however, that change is desirable here. The curent rules are in need of
change, at least to the extent that they canot be explained logically. The Commission
itself has noted that unease: at least three times in the history of its HSR rulemakng--
in 1978 , 1987, and 1999 -- the Commssion noted some of the anomalies in the
treatment of non-corporate entities and suggested it might revisit the issue in the futue.

The strongest theoretical argument against changing the rules is that the new
rules wil increase significantly the reporting of antitrst-neutral transactions. To that
extent we note the Commssion has sought to address some of those concerns though
certain expanded exemptions -- including expanded versions ofthe intraperson and
lUderlying-exempt-assets exemptions (respectively, proposed 9 802.30 and 9 802.4).
Perhaps the most signficant new exemption is in proposed 9 802. , exempting
effective "financing transactions" cast as formations of unncorporated entities. (See
comments below). The Commission has made an effort to establish expanded
exemptions that may offset the increased jursdictional reach of the proposed rules.
Stil the Section is concerned that the proposed rules may result in a signficant increase
in the number of filings. Nonetheless, we endorse generally the proposed rules but
suggest the Commission commit to review in two years whether the number of new
f1ings generated by the proposed rules that do not raise substantive antitrst issues is
greater than anticipated, or disproportionate from an enforcement perspective. If so , the
Section recommends that the Commission revisit the rules to address ths increased
burden. .

In the followig discussion, the Section provides an overview of the proposed
rules and generally sees much that is positive. However, the Section provides paricular
comment on three issues where the Section either disagrees with the Commission
analysis or believes there are ways to improve the curent proposal: (1) calculation of
the 50 percent profit/asset test; (2) the proposed financing exemption of 9802.65; and
(3) the Commssion s statistical estimate of increased filings anticipated from
enactment of the proposed rules.
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Reportabilty of Unincorporated Entity Transactions

Under the current HSR rules and interpretations , interests in uncorporated
entities are not regarded as either "assets" or "voting securties. See 16 C. R. g

801. 1(f)(1); Interpretation 73 , ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, PREMERGER

NOTIFICATION PRACTICE MANUAL 93-94 (3d ed. 2003). Thus , acquisitions and other
transfers of interests in unncorporated entities such as parerships and limited liability
companes ("LLCs ) are reportable in only limited circumstances.

The core of the proposed rules is that acquisitions of controlling interests in
unncorporated entities (including parerships and LLCs) wil be treated as
acquisitions of the entities ' assets. The proposed rules thus attempt to reconcile the
analysis of non-corporate transactions which the FTC has established over its more than
a quarer-century of experience in applying the HSR regulations, principally through
the process of issuing informal guidance on transactions involving both parerships
and LLCs, but also in the form of Formal Interpretation 15 ("FI 15"), which curently
governs reporting ofLLCs. Most of the proposal consists of well-tred concepts. The
acquisition of 100 percent ofthe interests in a parnership has long been treated as the
acquisition of 100 percent of the entity' s assets; the acquisition of control at the 50
percent threshold has been used as a trgger point for the reporting ofLLC interests
since the introduction ofFI 15. The proposed rules combine these priciples into a newand coherent form. 

The proposed rules go far, not only to reconcile the treatment of parerships
and LLCs, but also to reconcile the treatment of all non-corporate transactions, with the
treatment of corporate transactions. As we discuss at greater length below, the
proposed rules would greatly lessen the number of transactions in which the outcome 
the HSR :fling analysis vares according to the legal form of the entities involved.
Certain differences certainly remain: a fudamental conceptual distinction, for example
is that the acquisition of minority interests in a non-corporate entity is never reportable
(see FI 15), whereas the acquisition of minority corporate interests in excessof$50
million is stil subject to HSR reporting requirements, unless certain exemptions apply.

Because HSR treatment of corporations and unincorporated entities would differ in ths and other signficant
respects under the proposed rues, it may be advisable for the FTC to fuer clarify what defmes a corporate, as opposed
to a non-corporate, entity. Foreign jursdictions in partcular offer may varations oflegal entities that are not obviously
corporate in natue. The FTC' s curent inonnal position is tht an entity is a corporation if it has a board of directors in
which at least one member is not an officer of the entity; the Section recommends that the Commssion at least describe
ths test in the commentary to the proposed rues. The Commssion should also clarfy how the new rules will apply to
foreign uncorporated entities. Cf Interpretation 177, ABA SECTION OF ANTITRUST LAW, PREMERGER NOTIFICATION
PRACTICE MANUAL 218- 19 (3d ed. 2003) (Forml Interpretation ("FI") 15 does not apply to foreign LLCs).
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But the better reconciliation of the treatment of unncorporated entities with that 
incorporated entities is long overdue.

16 C.F.R. & 801.1(f)

The proposed rules would extend HSR reportng obligations to a broad array of
acquisitions of "non-corporate interests." As defined, a "non-corporate interest" is "
interest in any unincorporated entity which gives the holder the right to any profits of
the entity or the right to any assets of the entity in the event of dissolution of that
entity. See 16 C.F.R. 9 801.1(f)(I)(ii) (proposed Mar. 30 2004). An "unincorporated
entity" is any legal entity which is not in corporate fonn, but which is capable of
holding assets and generating profits; however, proposed rule 801. 1 (f)(l)(ii) only

, defines ths tenn by giving a non-exclusive list: "parership, LLC, cooperative
business trust or other unincorporated entity',3 Id. Although it might have been better
to provide a definitive list of entities that would now be covered by these proposed
rules , the Section understands the Conuission s need to be expansive in order that
some other unoreseen innovation in non-corporate form does not fall between the
cracks ofHSR analysis as the LLC has done in the past.

16 C. R. & 801.l(b)

Under the proposed rules , the fonnation of unncorporated entities ahd the
acquisition of non-corporate interests could be reportable if, by reason of the fonnation
or acquisition, the acquiring person would hold an aggregate total value of the
uncorporated entity s interests in excess of$50 million and would obtain "control" of
the unncorporated entity. "Control" of an uncorporated entity would be defined as
the right to receive at least 50percent of the unncorporated entity' s profits or at least
50 percent of the unncorporated entity s assets upon dissolution. See 16 C. R. 9

801. 1 (b) (proposed Mar. 30, 2004). The proposed rules would therefore eliminate the
second or alternate test for "control" - that is, the right to designate 50 percent or more
of an unncorporated entity' s governg board - and eliminate the vexing problem of
detenninig whether an unncorporated entity' s governg board "exercise( es J simlar
fuctions" to a corporate board of directors. This 50 percent test generally is clear and
provides business certainty, and for the most part will be easy to admnister. The

, Section concurs with this modification, noting that the proposed rule teases out the

It would be helpful ifthe Commsion could clary that the term "non-corporate interests" is not meant to
include debt interests such as workig capital loans, bonds, and other form of debt instrents.

Notably, the term "unicorporated entities" already appears without defInition in curent HSR rule 
80 1. (b )(2).
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elements that apply best to corporations from those that apply best to unncOl:porated
entities, resulting in a conceptually cleaner pair of two-pronged control tests.

It is important to note, however, that the Statement of Basis and Purose
SBP") at page 17 (commentar to proposed 801. 50) modifies the control test for

unncorporated entities by providing that ifthe profit distrbution is undetermned at the
time of fonnation, the residual assets test wil be the sole determnant of control. This
is a significant modification of the basic control test, and introduces some complexity
into the analysis. In light of the role of the 50 percent test as an HSR reporting
threshold, ths is a critical par ofthe overall proposal and ought to be spelled out in the
text of the rules, rather than simply mentioned in the SBP.

The Section notes that the Commission s proposed approach -- relying on the
residual assets test when the profit distribution is undetennined -- may require more
thought. 5 It is tre that futue profit distribution in an uncorporated entity is often
subject to a fonnula based on varables that canot be detennined at the time of filing.
It also happens that the rights to the entity s residual assets may be allocated under a
fonnula based on Wldetermned variables. An ambiguity arses when both the profits
and residual assets are undetennined at the time of fonnation. One possibility is that in
such a situation, the entity would be deemed to be its own ultimate parent entity. The
Section recommends that the Commission provide additional guidance and clarficationon ths point. 
16 C. R. 9 801.2(f)

Under proposed 801.2(f)(1), an acquirng person who, as a result ofthe
proposed transaction, would obtain control of that unncorporated entity, would be
treated as acquiring 100 percent ofthe unncorporated entity s assets. This is the key

The Section is aware tht two Commttees of the ABA Section of Business Law (the Commttee on Parerships
and Unicorporated Business Organations and the Ventue Capital and Private Equity Commttee) are concerned tht
ths modication will cause the "control" test to be met in some transactions in which an investor holds or acquies a
passive interest without other traditional indicia of control (e. , limted parership investments). These Commttees
believe that in some circumtances, the modified rules will imose a fiing obligation on the holder of an interest in an
uncorporated entity even though a substatively identical tranaction in corporate fonn would not trgger a filing. For
ths reason, these Commttes believe it would be appropriate for the Commssion to consider creatig additional
exemptions or broadenig th g 802.65 exemption to avoid unecessar filings where an uncorporated entity is
strctued so as to separate

. "

control" from economic rights.

The Section believes it would also be helpful if the Commssion could give more guidance with respect to the
question of when a value is "undetermned." The concept ofan undetermed value is already signficant to HSR
analysis under existig g 801. , which requires a fair maket valuation be made if there is an undetermed acquisition
price; however, the Commssion has never clarfied what level of uncertainty in acquisition price wil render it
undetermned.
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conceptual provision of the FTC' s proposed rules regarding unincorporated entities:
non-corporate interests granting control are transformed by ths rule into assets, and
thus this rue resolves the quandar that because non-corporate interests are neither
assets nor voting securities, they are outside the reach of the HSR Act.

This concept is not a new one. Indeed, the longstanding infonnal position of the
FTC has been that the acquisition of 100 percent of the interests (not just control) in an
unncorporated entity amounts to the acquisition of 100 percent of that entity s assets.
However, having that transmutation occur only when 100 percent of the interests are
held results in the curent situation where the acquisition of95 percent ofa $3 billion
parnership is a non-reportable transaction. The proposed rule would shift reportability
from the time when the unicorporated entity' s assets are deemed to have been
acquired to the moment when control of the unncorporated entity shifts, which is
clearly a more appropriate moment for review of the antitrst implications of the
transfer.

16 C. R. & 801.10(d)

Proposed 801.10(d) supplies the complementar aspect of the new analysis
by providing that the value of the acquired non-corporate interests would be the
acquisition price of those interests , or if the acquisition price is undetennined, the fair
market value ("FMV") of those interests. Thus the HSR size-of-transaction would be
the aggregate value of the non-corporate interests held by the acquirig person; it wil
not be the value of 100% ofthe uncorporated entity s assets, even though the
transaction is conceptualized under proposed 801.2(f)(1) as an asset acquisition. The
proposed rule better aligns with business reality and expectations: it does away with the
need for HSR practitioners to explai to their clients why the acquisition of the last 1 %
of a parership may be treated for HSR puroses as being many times more valuable
than the interests being acquired. (For example, under the current rules, if the last 1 

interest in a parership with $100 millon in assets were being acquired for $10
milion, that $10 milion transaction, lackig any substantive antitrst effects and
seemigly well under the HSR reporting threshold, would not only be reportable but
would require a $125 000 HSR filing fee.) It makes intuitive sense to a businessperson
that the value ofa transaction is its purchase price; therefore, compliance with ths rule
will be much clearer.

l6 C. R. & 801.50

The fonnation of an unncorporated entity would be governed by proposed .
801. , which states that the acquisition of control of the newly-fonned entity would be
a potentially reportable event, so long as the $10 millonl$l 00 millon HSR size-of-
person tests are met by the newly-fonned entity and the acquiring person. Ths leaves
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exempt the fonnation of a parership or an LLC where no person acquires 50% or
more ofthe interests, a category of transaction which the FTC has already determned is
unlikely to raise antitrst concerns.

Conforming Rules

The bulk of the proposed rule changes are logical extensions ofthe core
concept that the acquisition of control of an unincorporated entity is treated as a
reportable acquisition of the assets of the unincorporated entity, although valued at the
value of the non-corporate interests being acquired. In paricular, many of the new
rules extend exemptions and limitations on reportability into the unncorporated entity
context, so that as far as possible these interests are analyzed in a fashion parallel to the
analysis of corporate acquisitions. The Section generally approves of the good sense
intentions ofthese changes.

As already discussed, proposed 9 801.50 would create a scheme for reporting
the fonnation of unncorporated entities, so long as the size of person tests were met
that closely parallels the workings of existing 801.40, governg fonnation of
corporations; with the important distinction that only controlling interests are reportable
in a non-corporate fonnation. By way oflogical extension of this concept, as well as a
logical extension of an existing corporate exemption, proposed 802.41 would exempt
the newly-fonned corporate or non-corporate entity in either a 801.40 or 801.
transaction from filing as an acquired person. 

This detennation is imlicit in the FTC' s assumption in FI 15 that only transactions conferring control of
LLCs should be reportable.

The Section also notes with approval a handful of the proposed rules tht would intitute purely techncal fIxes
to the existing rules, and are essentially unelated to the core concept of makig the acquisition of non-corporate interests
reportble; These include proposed 802.2(g), which would correct an untended effect of the shift n-om SIC to
NAICS codes that had techncally made the acquisition of tiberland non-reportable. Proposed 9 801.3(b), is designed
to "correct a draftg oversight" in the original HSR rues: the new rue would aggregate assets n-om an earlier
acquisition with the curent acquisition, whether or not the earlier acquisition had closed. Also in thi category is the
revision of 801.15 , which the Statement of Basis and Purose also describes as correctig a "draftg omission : ths
would require aggregation offoreign assets and foreign votig securties to determne whether a tranaction had the
requisite nexus with U.S. commerce.

Other examples Of exemptions though logical extension of corporate treatment include proposed 802. 1 O(b)
(codifg the exemption of pro-rata corporate reorganiations, and extending the exemption to unncorporated entities);
and proposed 9 802.40 (exemptig the acquisition of both corporate and non-corporate not-for profit entities). The
Section support the proposed changes to 802. 10 as they 'wil elimiate the fairly common class ofHSR fIings in
which parers must fIe to report their acquisition of votig securities when their partership is convered into a
corporation.
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Some proposed rues which would logically extend parallel treatment to
unncorporated entities will expand the reach of the HSR regulations. One example is
proposed 801.l3(c), which would require the aggregation of non-corporate interests
acquired in the same entity in multiple acquisitions. 9 Another example is proposed 

801.4, which would extend the secondary acquisition ruleto make reportable
acquisitions of an outside issuer s voting securties acquired in the course ofthe
acquisition of an unncorporated entity. Proposed 80l.2( d) would codify the
principle that consolidations of unncorporated entities (the combination of two or more
unncorporated entities into a single entity) are reportable in the same way that
consolidations of corporations are reportable, a position that has been taken infonnally
for some time by the FTC.

As drafted, proposed 801.2(d) singles out dual-listed company ("DLC"
arrangements as reportable, although it is not immediately clear why this should be
So.

lO The rule defines a DLC as an arangement "under which two entities effectively
combine their assets and operations by agreement." Contractual joint ventues have, ,
traditionally been considered to be outside the scope of the HSR regulations, because
they do not involve acquisitions of assets or voting securties; the Section assumes but
would ask the Commission to confinn that it does not intend to render reportable such
contractual joint ventues. The proposed rule would, however, essentially redefine one
category of contractual arangement as a consolidation of non-corporate interests. The
Section believes this is a signficant conceptual development in the application of the
HSR rules, andrecommends that the Commssion provide a more extended
consideration and analysis in the SBP.

Expanded Exemptions

The rules discussed above are essentially logical extensions of the basic scheme
ofthe proposed rules; they car out the parallel treatment of corporate and non-
corporate interests in varous details ofthe HSR regulatory framework. Some extend
corporate exemptions into the non-corporate scheme; some extend additional corporate

Notably, proposed 80 1. 13( c) would not require the aggregation of miority holdings of non-corporate
interests , another imortt distiction between treatment of corporate and non-corporate interests in the proposed
system.

10 In a DLC, two companies agree to combine their operations and cash flows , but reta separate shareholder
registres and identities. The companies pay equal dividends to their shareholders , and shareholders have equivalent
votes in the decisions regarding the two companes. The companies in the DLC are usually traded in different markets
and diferent curencies, and their shares canot be exchanged for each other. Companes often choose a DLC strctue
to (1) avoid capital gains tax obligations that result ITom conventional mergers; (2) retain each company s national
identity (essentially avoidig the appearance of havig one company take over the other); and (3) obtain better access to
capital makets by maintaing listigs in each market.
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reporting requirements in the same way. The overall tendency of these rules is
essentially neutral; given the basic premise that non-corporate interests should be made
reportable, these proposed rules logically follow. However, the proposed rules also
contain several significant exemptions that are intended to limt the overall reporting
burden associated with this rule change. Although the Section supports the
Commssion s efforts to limit the burden the proposed rules may impose, the extent to
which these new exemptions would reduce the number of reportable transactions is
open to question, as discussed below with respect to the FTC' s statistical analysis.

16 C. R. 9 802.4

One significant new exemption for transactions involving traditional voting
securties acquisitions as well as acquisitions ofrion-corporate interests is contained in
revised 802.4. Under the curent rules 802.4 exempts the acquisition of voting
securties in an entity whose assets, if acquired directly, would be exempt because of
specific listed real property and ordinary course of business exemptions. Proposed 9
802.4 would expand this priciple to exempt acquisitions of voting securties or non-
corporate interests if the assets of the entity would be exempt for any reason in an
assets acquisition. For instance, non-US assets meeting the requirements of curent 

802.50(a) would no longer count toward the $50 millon threshold ofproposedg 802.4.

This is a welcome and sensible expansion, because it relies on precisely the
same reasoning as the current rule -- that is, if the FTC has determined that the
acquisition of certain types of assets does not ordinarly require antitrust scrutiny, the
same can presumably be said for any acquisition ofinterests in an entity whose value is
comprised almost entirely of such assets. Indeed, the Section recommends that the
Commission add additional examples to this rule given its signficant implications.

16 C. R. & 802.

Proposed 802.30 would extend the intraperson exemption to acquisitions of
non-corporate interests; but like proposed 9 802.4, this revision has a more ambitious
agenda than simply to ensure parallel treatment for corporations and unncorporated
entities, in that it would fudamentally expand the application ofthe existing exemption
to corporations. Existing 802.30 defines "intra person" to mean transactions in which
the acquiring and the acquired person are the same "by reason of holdings of voting
securties." This language has always proven something of an analytical difficulty, and
through its narow application has excluded several classes of transaction even where
the acquired and acquiring persons are the same, so that there are not likely to be any
serious antitrst concerns raised by the transfer. For instance, in a transaction between
a corporation and a person holding the right to appoint more than 50% of the
corporation s board of directors, the latter would be both an acquirig and an acquired
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person, but since this identity is not "by reason of holdings of voting securties " the
existing intraperson exemption would not apply. The proposed rule would extend the
intraperson exemption for corporations into that situation. The Section believes that
this application of the expanded intraperson exemption to both corporate and
unncorporated entities would enhance the consistency of the application of the rules.

There is, however, an apparent incongrity in one par of this proposed rule as
drafted. Under proposed 9 802.30( c), if A and B form a parership and A contrbutes
$51 milion in assets to the new parnership in exchange for 51 % of the new parership
interests, and B contrbutes only cash in exchange for 49% of the new partership
interests, no HSR filing would be required. However, there is an opposite outcome
under nearly the same facts, if, rather than assets, A contributes over 50% ofthe voting
securities of corporation C worth in excess of$50 million to the new parership.
Technically, this could be reportable because proposed 9 802.30(c) only exempts
assets contrbuted to new parerships. The Section believes this incongrity could be
resolved by extending proposed rule 9 802.30(c) to voting securties ofan issuer
contrbuted by an acquiring person to a new entity, so long as the acquirig person
controls the issuer before and after the contrbution, and encourages the Commssion to
consider such an extension.

16 C.F.R. & 802.

One signficant new exemption is aimed specifically at acquisitions of non-
corporate interests: proposed 9 802.65 would reduce the number of "financing
transactions" that are potentially reportable under the proposed rules. In discussions
with the private bar durng the drafting of these rules , and based on its experience
administering different interpretations of LLC reportability, the FTC has identified
financing transactions as a class of acquisition that does not ordiarly have any
signficant competitive effects. A fmancing transaction might be broadly defied as a
transaction where the pary acquirig control of a newly-created unncorporated entity
is contrbuting only cash. 12 . Existing FI 15 exempts certain such transactions via its
requirement that a newly-created LLC "bring two or more pre-existing separately
controlled businesses under common control " thus exempting the two-par financing

II The Section assumes but would ask the Comrssion to confIrm that this revised intraperson exemption applies
in a situation where a person curently controls an uncorporated entity even though it obtained control of such entity at
a time when such an acquisition did not requie an HSR fIlig. 12 The SBP to FI 15 describes the sort of fiancing trsaction the FTC had concluded was unikely to raise
competitive concern: "In these transactions, a fiancial intitution (or other par providig fInancing) in the ordiary
course of its business contrbutes only cash or other fInancial assets and one other part contrbutes one or more
operatig unts to a new LLC that the fmancial institution may control for HSR puroses , at least for a perod of tie.
See FI 15 and Explanatory Material, (amended March 2001).
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transaction where one party acquires control of a newly-created LLC in exchange for
cash, and any businesses contrbuted to the LLC are controlled by the other LLC
parer pre-acquisition.

However, the Section believes the proposed fmancing transaction exemption of
9802.65 is drafted too narowly. The proposed exemption contains four conditions:
(a) the acquiring person is contributing only cash; (b) the transaction is in the ordinar
course of business for the acquiring person; (c) the acquiring person wil "no longer
control the entity after it realizes its preferred return ; and (d) the acquirig person and
the new entity wil not be competitors. The exemption is narower than the existing
LLC analysis permts , both in being limited to transactions that are made by a financial
institution or institutional investor ( or other entity for whom a financing transaction is
in the "ordinar course of business ), and in being limited to arangements that have
what might be called an "evaporating control" provision.

Condition (b), requiring that the acquirng person make this tranaction in its
ordinar course of business " appears to limit the availability of this exemption to

purely fiancial investors , as opposed to business operators (although the possibility
that the investor could be a direct competitor is also ruled out by condition (d)). The
SBP does not discuss why this provision is necessary or desirable. As curently
drafted, the proposed rules would appear to prevent a purely fiancial investor from
takig advantage of this exemption ifthat investor had no previous history of business
investment. The Section recommends that the Commission clarfy its position by
indicating what is meant by an investor acting in its "ordinar course of business.

It would seem that a transaction meeting conditions (a), (b), and (d) wouid
already be very unlikely to raise serious antitrst concerns. 

13 However; condition (c)

limits the exemption stil fuher to what might be called the "evaporating control"
transaction, a relatively sophisticated form of fmancing transaction in which the
financial investor wil realize a preferred share of the profits until the initial investment
is recovered, at which point the investor s profit share will sin back below 50%. Ths
transaction is a subcategory of what might be called the "shifting control" transaction
wherein the allocation of the future profit stream is designed by contract to change over
time.

The concept of "control" itself becomes somewhat confusing in this context. 
the SBP to proposed 802. , the Commission explains why "evaporating control" is
of less material concern than ordinar control by noting that "(aJIthough ths right to

13 
In enacting FI 15 , the FTC did not see fit to requie tht the fmancial investor s control disappear over tie

although it Qbserved at the tie that some fiancing transactions are so strctued. See footnote 12 supra.
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profits constitutes control of the entity under Section 801. 1 (b), the investor has 

operational control of the entity." (emphasis added) This commentar sounds as if the
evaporating control" required by the proposed rule is actually intended as a proxy for

the absence of "operational control " with the thought being that a purely financial
investor who wil ultimately have only a minority interest in the entity is unlikely to
have de facto control over the entity s business operations. However, under the
proposed rule, it would theoretically be possible for a fiancial investor to have
operational control of the uncorporated entity (e. , by vire of the right to appoint
the board of directors; or alternatively, e.g., by a contractual right to directly paricipate
in management decisions) and stil take advantage of ths exemption. Thus, the rule as
drafted does not quite captue the sense of the discussion in the SBP. The SBP'
invocation of "operational control" might be taken as a signal that the exemption would
be applied more narowly than the precise language of the proposed rule suggests. The
Section urges the Commssion to clarfy this point. If the "evaporating control"
requirement of condition (c) is meant as a proxy for the lack of "operational control
that concept needs a more extensive discussion and defition.

As with the "ordinary course" requirement, the "evaporating control"
requirement imposes restrctions on the availability of the financing transactions
exemption more stringent than curently apply to the formation ofLLCs under Formal
Interpretation 15. Under the curent interpretation, if an LLC is formed by the
contribution of a business by one pary, and the contrbution of cash by the other pary,
that LLC formation is exempt regardless of the business in which the fiancial
contrbutor normally operates, and regardless of whether the financial contributor wil
have a controlling interest in the new LLC. The Commission does not state in the SBP
to the proposed rules that the existing arangement has been unsatisfactory, or that it
has allowed competitively problematic transactions to go uneviewed. In the absence
of such a conclusion by the Commssion, it appears to the Section that condition (c) is
probably unecessarly stringent, and possibly unecessary, in that the remaining
conditions of proposed 9802.65 would be adequate to prevent the exemption from
being used in undesirable situations.

One remaining criticism of condition (c) is that it does not readily align with
business expectations. In this sense, it reintroduces some ofthe arbitrar formalism
that the proposed HSR rules were supposed to reduce. The Section believes the
Commission should reconsider the way this exemption has been drafted in light of these

14 It is ilustrative to compare ED merger law, which defines "control" as "the possibility of exercising decisive
inuence on an undertg. " Council Regulation (EEC) 4064/89, art. 3 , 1997 I. (L 180). Without a precise
shareholding or other measurable test, the concept of "control" becomes quite subtle and can only be decided on a case-
by-case basis; ths is not an approach that would be desirable to introduce into HSR analysis.
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comments and urges the Commission to provide a clear and less formalistic approach to
exempt these fmancing transactions from the reach of the proposed rules.

Finally, the Commission has not sought to defme the term "competitor" as used
in condition (d), which is already in current use in HSR analysis (e. , in the Statement
of Basis and Purose for existing 802.9). The Section believes that the Commission
ought to clarfy whether or not it intends that a fiancial institution should be permitted
to use the exemption of proposed 802.65 when it fiances multiple LLCs that are
paricipants in a single industr. In other words, it should be stated whether the
intended result is that a financial investor with a temporar controllng interest in LLCI
should be able to claim the fmancing transaction exemption when it enters into a
similar fiancial arangement with LLC2, even though LLC 1 and LLC2 are direct
competitors.

Proposed Modifcations to the HSR Notification and Report Form

The Commission has recognized that the HSR Notification and Report Form
and its instrctions will need to be conformed to the proposed rules, and has posted
some revisions which wil need to be implemented if the proposed rule changes occur.
However, other instances of necessary revisions may arse in practice. We encourage
the FTC to post any additional changes to the HSR form and the instrctions in draft on
its website on a continuing basis to provide practitioners with an ongoing opportty 
proffer comments and input before the amended notification and its instrctions
become effective.

The Effect of the Proposed Rules on Filng Obligations

In the Notice of Proposed Rulemakng, the Commission estimates that the
proposed rule changes would result in a less than one percent increase (or an additional
nine filings) in the number of transactions reported in 2003. See Premerger
Notification; Reporting and Waiting Period Requirements, 69 Fed. Reg. 18 686
(proposed Mar. 30, 2004) (to be codified at 16 C. R. 9 801-803). The Commission
arved at this estimate using public data and several assumptions it characterizes as
extremely conservative,

The Section notes that estimating the number of fiings likely generated by the
proposed rules is a thorny and intrcate - if not impossible - task. There are no precise
data available, and the Commission has done a good job of marshalling the facts and its
experience to generate a reasonably sensible prediction. However, the Section believes
that the Commssion s estimate of a one percent increase could ultimately prove to be
too low, as it is necessarly based on analytical assumptions that are diffcult to verify.
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Although, the Section - as noted above - endorses generally the Commission
efforts and the resulting proposed rules, the Section urges the Commission to commit to
revisit the proposed rules after they have been in force for two years, to detennine (i)
the actual effect the revised rules have had on the number of reportable transactions; (ii)
the competitive signficance of transactions that have been made reportable by the
revisions; and (iii) the degree of additional burden that the revisions have created for
businesses subject to HSR regulations. The Section also urges, in the spirit of
transparency, that the Commission make this analysis available publicly so the business
communty and practitioners can see what impact these changes have on filing
obligations.

Conclusion

The Commission s proposal addresses a problem of long standing: the
inconsistent treatment of corporations, parterships, and LLCs. Overall, it is a sound
proposal. As we have noted, some aspects of the proposed rules do call for fuher
analysis and development, paricularly the control test for unncorporated entities
(proposed 801.1(b), as modified by the SBP), and the limitations to the ,:fancing
transactions exemption (proposed 802.65). Whether the practical effect ofthe
proposal wil be to increase or decrease filings is unclear, and thus the Section
recommends that the Commssion commit to revisit the question of the impact of these
proposed rules two years after their impl mentation.

The Section also appreciates the extensive effort by the Premerger Notification
Office, and their colleagues at the Antitrst Division, in preparg the proposed rules.
The agencies grappled long and hard with diffcult issues, sought infonnal input from
the private sector, ard conducted considerable outreach with Section members, in a
healthy pursuit of promulgating balanced, workable rules. .

We hope that the Commission wil find these comments helpful in evaluating
the proposed rules.

Sincerely,

i. 

Kevin E. Grady
Chair, Section of Antitrst Law
2003-

cc: Maran Bruo , Assistant Director, FTC Premerger Notification Office


